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Planets in order of mass smallest to largest

Planetary mass is a measure of the mass of a planet-like object. Within the Solar System, planets are generally measured in the astronomical system of units, where the unit of mass is solar mass (M☉), the mass of the Sun. In the study of extra-oil planets, the unit of measurement is typically the mass of Jupiter (MJ) for large gas giant
planets, and the mass of Earth (M⊕) for smaller rocky Earth planets. The mass of a planet within the Solar System is an adjusted parameter in the preparation of ephemeris. There are three variations of how planetary mass can be calculated: If the planet has natural satellites, its mass can be calculated using Newton's law of universal
gravitation to derive a generalization of Kepler's third law that includes the mass of the planet and its moon. This allowed for an early measurement of Jupiter's mass, measured in units of the solar mass. The mass of a planet can be inferred from its effect on the orbits of other planets. In 1931-1948 the defective applications of this method
led to incorrect calculations of pluto mass. Data can be used on the influence collected from the orbits of space probes. Examples include Voyager probes to the outer planets and the MESSENGER spacecraft to Mercury. In addition, many other methods can give reasonable approximations. For example, Varuna, a potential dwarf planet,
spins very quickly on its axis, as does the dwarf planet Haumea. Haumea has to have a very high density so as not to be torn by centrifugal forces. Through some calculations, you can put a limit on the density of the object. Therefore, if the size of the object is known, a limit on the mass can be determined. Please refer to the links in the
above articles for more details. Unit Choice The choice of solar mass, M☉, since the basic unit for planetary mass comes directly from the calculations used to determine the planetary mass. In the most precise case, that of the Earth itself, the mass is known in terms of solar masses at twelve significant figures: the same mass, in terms of
kilograms or other Earth-based units, is known only to five significant figures, which is less than one millionth so accurate. [1] The difference comes from the way planetary masses are calculated. It is impossible to weigh a planet, let alone the Sun, against the kind of mass standards used in the laboratory. On the other hand, the orbits of
the planets provide a wide range of observational data regarding the relative positions of each body, and these positions can be compared with their relative masses using Newton's law of universal gravitation (with small corrections for General Relativity when necessary). To convert these relative masses into units such as kilogram, it is
necessary to know the value of the Newtonian gravitational constant, G. This constant is remarkably difficult to measure in practice, and its value is only known to an accuracy of one part in ten thousand. [2] The solar mass is quite unit on the solar system scale: 1,9884(2)×1030 kg. [1] The largest planet, Jupiter, is 0.09% the mass of the
Sun, while the Earth is approximately three millionths (0.0003%) of the mass of the Sun. Several different conventions are used in literature to overcome this problem: for example, by reversing the relationship so that one cites the planetary mass in the 'number of planets' that would be needed to compose a Sun. [1] Here, we have chosen
to list all planetary masses in 'microSuns' – that is, the mass of the Earth is just over three 'microSuns', or three millionths of the mass of the Sun – unless specifically quoted in kilograms. When comparing planets to each other, it is often convenient to use Earth's mass (ME or M⊕) as a standard, particularly for Earth's planets. For the
mass of gas giants, and also for most extra-oil planets and brown dwarfs, Jupiter's mass (MJ) is a convenient comparison. Planetary masses relative to the mass of Earth M⊕ and Jupiter MJ Planet Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Earth Mass M⊕ 0.0553 0.815 1 0.1075 317.8 95.2 14.6 17.2 Jú MJ mass 0.000 17
0.002 56 0.003 15 0.000 34 1 0.299 0.046 0.054 Planetary mass and the formation of Vesta planets is the second largest body in the asteroid belt after Ceres. This image from the Hubble Space Telescope shows that it is not perfectly spherical. The mass of a planet has consequences for its structure by having a large mass, especially
while in the hands of the formation process. A body that is more than a tenth of the Earth's mass can exceed its compression force and achieve hydrostatic balance: it will be approximately spherical, and since 2006 it has been classified as a dwarf planet if it orbits the Sun (i.e. if it is not the satellite of another planet). Smaller bodies, such
as asteroids, are classified as small bodies of the Solar System. A dwarf planet, by definition, is not massive enough to have gravitationally cleared its neighboring region of planets: it is not known how large a planet must be before it can effectively clear its neighborhood, but one-tenth of Earth's mass is certainly sufficient. Smaller planets
retain only silicates, and are terrestrial planets such as Earth or Mars, although multiple super-Earths have been discovered. The interior structure of rocky planets depends on mass: for example, plate tectonics may require minimal mass to generate sufficient temperatures and pressures for it to occur. [3] If the protoplanet grows by
acretion to more than 5-10 M⊕, its gravity becomes large enough to retain hydrogen in its atmosphere. In this case, he'll become a gas giant. If the planet then begins migration, it can move well within the frost from your system, and become a hot Jupiter orbiting very close to your star, then gradually losing small amounts of mass as the
star's radiation strips away its atmosphere. The theoretical minimum mass that can have a star, star, it is still subjected to hydrogen fusion in the nucleus, estimated to be about 75 MJ, although deuterium fusion can occur in masses as low as 13 Jupiter. [6] Values of the ephemeris DE405 The ephemeris DE405/LE405 of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory[1][7] is a widely used ephemeris dating back to 1998 and covering the entire Solar System. As such, planetary masses form a uniform autoconsc set, which is not always the case with the most recent data (see below). Planetary mass × 10−6 (relative to the Sun) Satellite mass (relative to the parent planet) Absolute
mass Mean density Planets and natural satellites Mercury 0.16601 3.301×1023 kg 5.43 g/cm3 Venus 2.4478383 4.867×1024 kg 5.24 g/cm3 Earth/Moon system 3.04043263333 6.046×1024 kg 4.4309 g/cm3 Earth 3.00348959632 5.972×1024 kg Moon 1.23000383×10−2 7.348×1022 kg Mars 0.3227151 6.417×1023 kg 3.91 g/cm3 Jupiter
954.79194 1.899×1027 kg 1.24 g/cm3 Io 4.70×10−5 8.93×1022 kg Europa 2.53×10−5 4.80×1022 kg Ganymede 7.80×10−5 1.48×1023 kg Callisto 5.67×10−5 1.08×1023 kg Saturn 285.8860 5.685×1026 kg 0.62 g/cm3 Titan 2.37×10−4 1.35×1023 kg Uranus 43.66244 8.682×1025 kg 1.24 g/cm3 Titania 4.06×10−5 3.52×1021 kg Oberon
3.47×10−5 3.01×1021 kg Neptune 51.51389 1.024×1026 kg 1.61 g/cm3 Triton 2.09×10−4 2.14×1022 kg Dwarf planets and asteroids Pluto/Charon system 0.007396 1.471×1022 kg 2.06 g/ cm3 Ceres 0.00047 9.3×1020 kg Vesta 0.00013 2.6×1020 kg Pallas 0.00010 2.0×1020 kg land and lunar mass Where a planet has natural satellites,
its mass is usually cited for the entire system (planet + satellites), as it is the mass of the entire system that acts as a disturbance in the orbits of other planets. The distinction is very slight, as natural satellites are much smaller than their parent planets (as you can see in the table above, where only larger satellites are listed). Earth and the
Moon form a case at the point, in part because the Moon is unusually large (just over 1% of Earth's mass) relative to its parent planet compared to other natural satellites. There is also very accurate data available for the Earth-Moon system, particularly the Lunar Laser Experiment Ranging Experiment (LLR). The geocentric gravitational
constant, the product of Earth's mass multiplied by the Newtonian gravitational constant, can be measured with high precision from the orbits of the Moon and artificial satellites. The ratio of the two masses can be determined from the slight wobly in Earth's orbit caused by the gravitational pull of the Moon. Newer values Building a
complete, high-precision ephemeris of the Solar System is an onerous task. [8] It is possible (and somewhat simpler) to build partial ephemeris that only refer to the planets (or dwarf planets, satellites, asteroids) of interest by fixing the movement of the other planets in the model. two methods are not strictly equivalent, especially when it
comes to assigning uncertainties to results: however, the best estimates – in in terms of uncertainties cited in the result – for the masses of smaller planets and asteroids they usually come from partial ephemeris. However, new complete ephemeris are still being prepared, not all the ephemeris EPM2004 of the Institute of Applied
Astronomy of the Russian Academy of Sciences. EPM2004 is based on 317014 observations separated between 1913 and 2003, more than seven times more than DE405, and gave more accurate masses for Ceres and five asteroids. [8] Planetary mass × 10-6 (relative to the Sun) EPM2004[8] Vitagliano &amp; Stoss (2006)[9] Brown
&amp; Schaller (2007)[10] Tholen et al. (2008)[11] Pitjeva &amp; Standish (2009)[12] Ragozzine &amp; Brown (2009)[13] 136199 Eris 84.0(1.0)×10-14 134340 Pluto 73.224(15)×10-4 [note 1] 136108 Haumea 20.1(2)×10-4 1 Ceres 4,753((7)×10-4 4.72(3)×10-4 4 Vesta 1,344(1)×10-4 1.35(3)×10-4 2 Pallas 1.027(3)×10-4 1.03(3)×10-4 15
Eunomia 0.164( 6)×10-4 3 Juno 0.151( 3)×10-4 7 Iris 0.063(1)×10-4 324 Bamberga 0.055(1)×10-14 Best IAU Estimates (2009) A new set of best current estimates for various astronomical constants was approved in August 2009[14] the 27th General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union (IAU). [15] Planetary ratio of solarte
mass planetary mass (including satellites) Planetary mass × 10-6 (relative to the sun) Mass (kg) Ref Mercury 6023.6(3)×103 0.166014(8) 3.3010(3)×102 [16] Venus 408.523719(8)×103 2.08106272(3) 4.1380(4)×1024 [17] Mars 3098.70359(2)×103 0.0.3232371722(21) 6.4273(6)×1023 [18] Jupiter [note 2] 1.0473486(17)×103 954.7919(15)
1.89852(19)× ×1027 [19] Saturn 3.4979018(1)×103 285.885670(8) 5.6846(6)×1026 [20] Uranus 22.90298(3)×103 43.66244(6) 8.6819(9)×1025 [21] Neptune 19.41226(3)×103 51.51384(8) 1.02431(10)×1026 [22] Better current IAU estimates (2012) The set of best current estimates of 2009 was updated in 2012 by IAU General Assembly
resolution B2. [23] Improved values were given for Mercury and Uranus (and also for the Pluto and Vesta system). Planet Ratio of solar mass to planetary mass (including satellites) Mercury 6023.657 33 (24)×103 Uranus 22.902951(17)×103 See also Astronomical System of Units Standard gravitational parameter Notes - For easy
comparison with other values, the mass given in the table is for the entire Pluto system: this is also the value that appears in the IAU best current estimates. Tholen and others also give estimates for the masses of the four bodies that make up the Pluto system: Pluto 6,558(28)×10-9 M☉, 1,304(5)×1022 kg; Charon 7.64(21)×10-10 M☉,
1.52(4)×1021 kg; Nix 2.9×10-13 M☉, 5.8×1017 kg; Hydra 1.6×10-13 M☉, 3.2×1017 kg. • The value cited by the IAU Working Group on Numerical Standards for Fundamental Astronomy (1.047348644×103) is inconsistent with the uncertainty cited (1.7×10-3): the value has been rounded here. References to b c d 2009 Selected
Astronomical Archivado 2009-03-27 en la Wayback Machine en The Astronomical Almanac Online, USNO–UKHO. Mohr, Peter J.; Taylor, Barry N.; Newell Newell B. (2008). CODATA Valores recomendados de las constantes físicas fundamentales: 2006 (PDF). Reseñas de Modern Physics. 80 (2): 633–730. arXiv:0801.0028. Bibcode:
2008RvMP... 80..633M. doi:10.1103/RevModPhys.80.633. Archivado desde el original el 2017-10-01. Enlace directo al valor.. • Comunicado de prensa de cfA No.: 2008-02 09 de enero de 2008 Tierra: ¿Un planeta fronterizo para la vida? • Boss, Alan (2001-04-03), Are They Planets or What?, Carnegie Institution of Washington, archivado
desde el original el 2006-09-28, recuperado 2006-06-08 - Shiga, David (2006-08-17), Corte masivo entre estrellas y enanas marrones revelado, Nuevo Científico, recuperado 2006-08-23 - Basri, Gibor (2000), Observaciones de enanos marrones, Revista Anual de Astronomía y Astrofísica, 38: 485, Bibcode:2000ARA&amp;A.. 38..485B,
doi:10.1146/annurev.astro.38.1.485 - Standish, E.M. (1998), JPL Planetary y Lunar Ephemerides, DE405/LE405 (PDF), JPL IOM 312.F-98-048. A b c Pitjeva, E. V. (2005), High-Precision Ephemerides of Planets—EPM and Determination of Some Astronomical Constants (PDF), Solar System Research, 39 (3): 176–86,
Bibcode:2005SoSyR.. 39..176P, doi:10.1007/s11208-005-0033-2. Vitagliano, A.; Stoss, R.M. (2006), New mass determination of (15) Eunomia based on a very close encounter with (50278) 2000CZ12, Astron. Astrophys., 455 (3): L29–31, Bibcode:2006A&amp;A... 455L.. 29V, doi:10.1051/0004-6361:20065760. Brown, Michael E.;
Schaller, Emily L. (15 de junio de 2007). La masa del planeta enano Eris. Ciencia. 316 (5831): 1585. Bibcode: 2007Sci... 316.1585B. doi:10.1126/science.1139415. PMID 17569855. Tholen, David J.; Buie, Marc W.; Grundy, William M.; Elliott, Garrett T. (2008), Masses of Nix and Hydra, Astron. J., 135 (3): 777–84, arXiv:0712.1261,
Bibcode:2008AJ.... 135..777T, doi:10.1088/0004-6256/135/3/777. Pitjeva, E. V.; Standish, E.M. (2009), Propuestas para las masas de los tres asteroides más grandes, la relación luna-Tierra y la Unidad Astronómica, Celest. Mech. Dyn. Astron., 103 (4): 365–72, Bibcode:2009CeMDA.103.. 365P, doi:10.1007/s10569-009-9203-8.
Ragozzine, Darin; Brown, Michael E. (2009), Orbits and Masses of the Satellites of the Dwarf Planet Haumea = 2003 EL61, Astron. J., 137 (6): 4766–76, arXiv:0903.4213, Bibcode:2009AJ.... 137.4766R, doi:10.1088/0004-6256/137/6/4766. • IAU WG en NSFA Current Best Estimates, archivado desde el original el 8 de diciembre de 2009,
recuperó 2009-09-25 The Final Session of the General Assembly (PDF), Estrella d'Alva, p. 1, 2009-08-14, archivado desde el original (PDF) el 2011-07-06. Anderson, John D.; Colombo, Giuseppe; Esposito, Pasquale B.; Lau, Eunice L.; (1987), The Mass Gravity Field and Ephemeris of Mercury, Icarus, 71 (3): 337–49, Bibcode:1987Icar...
71..337A, doi:10.1016/0019-1035(87)90033-9. Konopliv, A. S.; Banerdt, W.B.; Sjogren, W. L. (1999), Venus Gravity: 180th Degree and Order Model, Icarus, 139 (1): 3–18, Bibcode:1999Icar.. 139....3K, CiteSeerX 10.1.1.524.5176, doi:10.1006/icar.1999.6086. Konopliv, Charles F.; Standish, E. Myles; Yuan, Dah-Ning; (2006), A global
solution for the Mars static and seasonal gravity, Mars orientation, Phobos and Deimos masses, and Mars ephemeris, Icarus, 182 (1): 23–50, Bibcode:2006Icar.. 182...23K, doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2005.12.025. Jacobson, R. A.; Haw, R. J.; McElrath, T.P.; Antreasian, P. G. (2000), A Comprehensive Orbit Reconstruction for the Galileo Prime
Mission in the J2000 System, Journal of the Astronautical Sciences, 48 (4): 495–516. Jacobson, R. A.; Antreasiano, P. G.; Bordi, J. J.; Criddle, K. E.; (2006), The gravity field of the Saturnian system from satellite observations and spacecraft tracking data, Astron. J., 132 (6): 2520–26, Bibcode:2006AJ.... 132.2520J, doi:10.1086/508812.



Jacobson, R. A.; Campbell, J. K.; Taylor, A. H.; Synott, S. P. (1992), The Masses of Uranus and its Major Satellites from Voyager Tracking Data and Earth-based Uranian Satellite Data, Astron. J., 103 (6): 2068–78, Bibcode:1992AJ.... 103.2068J, doi:10.1086/116211. Jacobson, R. A. (3 de abril de 2009). Las órbitas de los satélites
neptunianos y la orientación del Polo de Neptuno. El Diario Astronómico. 137 (5): 4322–4329. Bibcode:2009AJ.... 137.4322J. doi:10.1088/0004-6256/137/5/4322. • Estándares numéricos del Grupo de Trabajo de la División I de la IAU para las Constantes Astronómicas de Astronomía Fundamental: Mejores Estimaciones actuales (CBEs),
archivados del original el 2016-08-26, recuperado 2019-06-17 Recuperado de 2Segundo asteroide más grande del cinturón de asteroides principal Este artículo trata sobre el asteroide. Para la diosa romana, véase Vesta (mitología). Para otros usos de este término, véase Vesta (desambiguación). 4 Vesta Color image of Vesta taken by
DawnDiscoveryDiscovered byHeinrich Wilhelm OlbersDiscovery date29 March 1807DesignationsMPC designation(4) VestaPronunciation/ˈvɛstə/[1]Named afterVestaMinor planet categoryMain belt (Vesta family)AdjectivesVestanVestian[a]Orbital characteristics[7]Epoch 9 December 2014 (JD 2457000.5)Aphelion2.57138 AU (384.673
Gm)Perihelion2.15221 AU (321.966 Gm)Semi-major axis2.36179 AU (353.319 Gm)Eccentricity0.08874Orbital period3.63 yr (1325.75 d)Average orbital speed19.34 km/sMean anomaly20.86384°Inclination7.14043° to ecliptic5.56° to invariable plane[6]Longitude of ascending node103.85136°Argument of
perihelion151.19853°SatellitesNoneProper orbital elements[8]Proper semi-major axis2.36151 AUProper eccentricity0.098758Proper inclination6.39234°Proper mean motion99.1888 deg / yrProper orbital period3.62944 yr(1325.654 d)Precession of perihelion36.8729 (2343 years) arcsec / yrPrecession of the ascending node−39.5979
(2182 years) arcsec / yrPhysical characteristicsDimensions572.6 km × 557.2 km × 446.4 km[9]Mean diameter525.4±0.2 km[9]Flattening0.2204Surface area(8.66±0.2)×105 km2[b][10]Volume(7.46±0.3)×107 km3[b][11]Mass(2.59076±0.00001)×1020 kg[9]Mean density3.456±0.035 surface gravity0.25 m/s20.025 gEquatorial gEquatorial
speed0.36 km/s Rotation period0.2226 d (5,342 h)[7][12] Equatorial rotation speed93.1 m/s[c]North pole ascent right pole20h 32m[citation needed]North pole declination48o[citation needed]Albedo0.423[13]Temperature: 85 K (-188 oC)[188 or C)max. 270 K (-3 oC)[14]Spectral type[7][15]Apparent magnitude5.1[16] to 8.48Slum magnitude
of absolute (H)3.20[7][13]Angular diameter0.70 to 0.22 Vesta (minor planet designation: 4 Vesta) is one of the largest objects in the asteroid belt, with an average diameter of 525 kilometers (326 miles). [9] It was discovered by the German astronomer Heinrich Wilhelm Matthias Olbers on 29 March 1807[7] and is named after Vesta, the
virgin goddess of the home and the fireplace of Roman mythology. Vesta is the second largest asteroid, both en masse and by volume, after the dwarf planet Ceres. [19] It is estimated to make up 9% of the mass of the asteroid belt. [20] It is only slightly larger than 2 Pallas (about 5% by volume), but is 25% to 30% more massive. Vesta is
the only known rocky protoplanet (with a distinct interior) of the type that formed earth's planets. [23] Numerous fragments of Vesta were driven out by collisions one and two billion years ago that left two huge craters occupying much of Vesta's southern hemisphere. [25] The rubble of these events has fallen to Earth as howardite-eucreta-
diogenite (HED) meteorites, which have been a rich source of information about Vesta. [28] Vesta is the brightest asteroid visible from Earth. Its maximum distance from the Sun is slightly greater than Ceres' minimum distance from the Sun,[d] although its orbit is completely within Ceres's. [29] NASA's Dawn spacecraft entered orbit
around Vesta on July 16, 2011 for a one-year exploration and left orbit on September 5, 2012[30] en route to its final destination, Ceres. Researchers continue to review the data collected by Dawn for additional information on Vesta's training and history. [32] History Relative sizes of the four largest asteroids. Vesta is second from the left.
Discovery Vesta, Ceres and the Moon with scale sizes shown by Heinrich Olbers discovered Pallas in 1802, the year after Ceres' discovery. He proposed that the two objects were the remains of a destroyed planet. He sent a letter with his proposal to British astronomer William Herschel, suggesting that a search near the places where
Ceres and Pallas' orbits crossed could reveal more fragments. These orbital intersections were found in the constellations of Cetus and Virgo. Olbers began his search in 1802, and on March 29, 1807 discovered Vesta in the constellation Virgo, a coincidence, because Ceres, Pallas and Vesta are not fragments of a larger body. that the
asteroid Juno had been discovered in 1804, this made Vesta the fourth object to be identified in the region now known as the asteroid belt. The discovery was announced in a letter to German astronomer Johann H.H. dated March 31. [34] Because Olbers already had credit for discovering a planet (Pallas; at the time, asteroids were
considered planets), he gave the honor of naming his new discovery to the German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss, whose orbital calculations had allowed astronomers to confirm the existence of Ceres, the first asteroid, and who had calculated the orbit of the new planet in a remarkably short time of 10 hours. [36] Gauss decided on
the Roman virgin goddess of home and home, Vesta. [37] The name Vesta was the fourth asteroid to be discovered, hence the number 4 in its formal designation. The name Vesta, or national variants thereof, is in international use with two exceptions: Greece and China. In Greek, the adopted name was the Greek equivalent of Vesta,
Hestia (4th); in English, that name is used for 46 Hestia (the Greeks use the name Hestia for both, with the numbers of minor planets used for disambiguation). In Chinese, Vesta is called the star of the heart god, 灶星 z'oshénx'ng, naming the asteroid for vesta's role rather than literally translitating its name into Chinese, as it is done with
other bodies discovered in modern times, including Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. [e] After his discovery, Vesta was, like Ceres, Pallas and Juno before him, classified as a planet and given a planetary symbol. The symbol depicted the altar of Vesta with its sacred fire and was designed by Gauss. [39] In Gauss's conception, this was drawn;
in its modern form, it's. [f] After Vesta's discovery, no more objects were discovered for 38 years, and the Solar System was thought to have eleven planets. [42] However, in 1845, new asteroids began to be discovered at a rapid rate, and in 1851 there were fifteen, each with its own symbol, in addition to the eight major planets (Neptune
had been discovered in 1846). It soon became clear that it would be impractical to continue inventing new planetary symbols indefinitely, and some of the existing ones proved difficult to draw quickly. That year, the problem was addressed by Benjamin Apthorp Gould, who suggested numbering asteroids in his order of discovery, and
placing this number on a disk (circle) as a generic symbol of an asteroid. Thus, the fourth asteroid, Vesta, acquired the generic symbol (4). This was soon combined with the name in an official name-number designation, (4) Vesta, as the number of smaller planets increased. By 1858, the circle had been simplified to parentheses, (4)
Vesta, which were easier to write. Other punctuation marks, such as 4) Vesta and 4, Vesta, were also used, but had decreased more or less completely in 1949. [43] Today, Vesta is used, or, more commonly, 4 Vesta. The first measurements of the SPHERE image are shown on the left, with a synthetic view derived from dawn images are
shown on the right for comparison. [44] Vesta's photometric observations were made at harvard university observatory in 1880-1882 and at the Toulouse Observatory in 1909. These and observations made it possible to determine Vesta's turnover rate in the 1950s. However, early estimates of the rotation rate were questioned because
the light curve included variations in both form and albedo. [45] The first estimates of Vesta's diameter ranged from 383 (in 1825) to 444 km. E.C. Pickering produced an estimated diameter of 513±17 km in 1879, which is close to the modern value for the mean diameter, but subsequent estimates ranged from a minimum of 390 km to a
maximum of 602 km over the following century. Measured estimates were based on photometry. In 1989, speck interferometry was used to measure a dimension variing between 498 and 548 km during the rotation period. [46] In 1991, a concealment of the star SAO 93228 by Vesta was observed from multiple locations in the east of the
United States and Canada. Based on observations from 14 different sites, the best fit to the data was an elliptical profile with dimensions of about 550 km × 462 km.[47] Dawn confirmed this measurement. Vesta became the first asteroid to have its mass determined. Every 18 years, asteroid 197 Earring approaches 0.04 AU of Vesta. In
1966, based on observations of Vesta de Arete's gravitational disturbances, Hans G. Hertz estimated Vesta's mass at (1.20±0.08)×10-10 solar masses. [48] More refined estimates followed, and in 2001 disturbances of 17 Thetis were used to calculate vesta mass (1.31±0.02)×10-10 solar masses. [49] Dawn determined that it was
1,3029×10-10 solar masses. Orbit Vesta orbits the Sun between Mars and Jupiter, inside the asteroid belt, with a period of 3.6 Earth years,[7] specifically in the inner asteroid belt, inside the Kirkwood gap at 2.50 AU. Its orbit is moderately inclined (i to 7.1o, compared to 7o for Mercury and 17o for Pluto) and moderately eccentric (e -0.09,
approximately the same as for Mars). [7] True orbital resonances between asteroids are considered unlikely; because of their small masses in relation to their large separations, such relationships must be very rare. [50] However, Vesta is able to capture other asteroids in 1:1 temporal resonant orbital relationships (for periods of up to 2
million years or more); about forty of these objects have been identified. [51] Decameter-sized objects detected in nearby Vesta by Dawn may be such quasi-satellites rather than appropriate satellites. [51] Rotation Olbers Regio (dark area) defines the main meridian in the IAU coordinate system. It is shown here in a shot of Vesta's
Hubble, because it is not visible in Dawn's more detailed images. Claudia Crater (indicated by the arrow at the bottom of the foreground image on the right) defines the main meridian in the Dawn/NASA coordinate system. Vesta's rotation is relatively fast for an asteroid (5,342 h) and prograde, with the north pole pointing in the direction of
the right ascent 20 h 32 min, declination +48o (in the constellation Cygnus) with an uncertainty of about 10o. This gives an axial inclination of Coordinate systems There are two longitudinal coordinate systems in use for Vesta, with prime meridians separated by 150o. The IAU established a 1997 coordinate system based on Hubble
photos, with the main meridian crossing the center of Olbers Regio, a dark feature 200 km wide. When Dawn arrived in Vesta, mission scientists discovered that the location of the pole assumed by the IAU was outside 10o, so the IAU coordinate system moved across vesta's surface at 0.06o per year, and also that Olbers Regio was not
discernible up close, so it was not suitable for defining the main meridian with the precision they needed. They corrected the pole, but also established a new main meridian at 4o from the center of Claudia, a strongly defined crater 700 meters wide, which they say results in a more logical set of cartographic cartaquid quadrangulars. [53]
All NASA publications, including Vesta images and maps, use the Claudian meridian, which is unacceptable to the IAU. The IAU Working Group on Cartographic Coordinates and Rotational Elements recommended a coordinate system, correcting the pole but turning Claudia's length at 150o to match Olbers Regio. [54] It was accepted by
the IAU, although it interrupts the maps prepared by Dawn's team, which had been positioned so that they do not bistic any important surface features. [55] Physical Characteristics Greyscale Image composed of Vesta taken by Dawn The 2006 IAU proposal project on defining a planet listing Vesta as a candidate. [56] Vesta is shown in
fourth place from the left along the bottom row. Vesta is the second most massive body in the asteroid belt,[57] although only 28% as massive as Ceres. [20] Vesta's density is lower than that of the four Earth planets, but higher than that of most asteroids and all moons in the Solar System except Io. The area of Vesta is approximately the
same as that of Pakistan, or Texas and North Carolina combined (about 800,000 square kilometers). [g] It has a distinct interior. [21] Vesta is only slightly larger (525.4±0.2 km[9]) than 2 Pallas (512±3 km) by volume,[58] but is approximately 25% more massive. Vesta's shape is close to a gravitationally relaxed oblate spheroid,[52] but the
high concacity and bump at the south pole (see 'Surface Characteristics' below) combined with a mass less than 5×1020 kg prevented Vesta from being automatically considered a dwarf planet under International Astronomical Union Resolution XXVI 5 (IAU). [59] A 2012 analysis of Vesta's form[60] and the gravity field using data collected
by the Dawn spacecraft has shown that Vesta does not currently in hydrostatic balance. [61] Surface temperatures have been estimated to be around 20 oC with the Sun above, falling to about 190 oC at the winter pole. Typical daytime and nighttime temperatures are 60 oC and 130 oC, respectively. This estimate is for May 6, 1996, very
close to perihelion, although the details vary some bit with the seasons. [14] Geological geological map Vesta[62] The oldest and strongly cratery regions are brown; the areas modified by the impacts of Veneneia and Rheasilvia are purple (the Saturnalia Fossae Formation, in the north)[63] and clear cyan (the Divalia Fossae Formation,
equatorial),[62] respectively; the interior of the Rheasilvia impact basin (in the south) is dark blue, and the neighboring areas of Rheasilvia ejecta (including an area within Veneneia) are light purple-blue; [65] Areas modified by more recent impacts or loss of mass are yellow/orange or green, respectively. Surface Features Learn more: List
of geological characteristics in the Vesta Norte (left) and south (right) hemispheres. The 'Snowman' craters are at the top of the left image; Rheasilvia and Veneneia (green and blue) dominate the right. In both you can see parallel valleys. The colors of the two hemispheres are not scaled,[h] and the equatorial region is not displayed. Vesta
South Pole, showing the extent of rheasilvia crater. Prior to the arrival of the Dawn spacecraft, some features of Vestan's surface had already been resolved using the Hubble Space Telescope and ground telescopes (e.g. the Keck Observatory). [66] Dawn's arrival in July 2011 revealed Vesta's complex surface in detail. [67] Rheasilvia
and Veneneia Craters Main articles: Rheasilvia and Veneneia The most prominent features of these surfaces are two huge craters, the 500-kilometer (311-mile) wide Rheasilvia crater, centered near the south pole, and the 400-kilometer (249-mile) wide Veneneia crater. Rheasilvia Crater is younger and overvacies the Veneneia crater.
[68] Dawn's scientific team named the youngest and most prominent crater Rheasilvia, after The Mother of Rómulo and Remo and a mythical vestal virgin. [69] Its width is 95% of Vesta's average diameter. The crater is about 19 kilometers (12 miles) deep. A central peak rises 23 km above the lowest measured part of the crater floor and
the highest measured part of the crater rim is 31 km above the low point of the crater floor. The responsible impact is estimated to have exceeded about 1% of Vesta's volume, and the Vesta family and type V asteroids are likely to be the products of this collision. If this is the case, then the fact that 10 km fragments have survived the
bombings so far indicates that the crater is at most 1 billion years old. [70] It would also be the source site of HED meteorites. All known type V asteroids taken together account for only about 6% of the ejected volume, with the rest presumably either in small fragments, ejected approaching the Kirkwood 3:1 gap, or disturbed by the
Yarkovsky effect or radiation pressure. The analyses hubble images have shown that this crater has penetrated deeply through several distinct layers of the crust, and possibly into the mantle, as indicated by the spectral signatures of olivine. [52] The great peak in the center of Rheasilvia is 20 to 25 kilometers (12-16 miles) high and 180
kilometers (mi) wide,[68] and is possibly the result of a planetary-scale impact. [71] Other craters of Aelia Crater, Feralia Planitia Crater, an ancient and degraded crater near vesta's equator (green and blue). It is 270 km wide and predess to Rheasilvia (green at the bottom). Several ancient and degraded craters rival Rheasilvia and
Veneneia in size, although none are so large. They include Feralia Planitia, shown on the right, which is 270 km wide. [72] The most recent and sharp craters extend up to 158 kilometers (98 miles) Varronilla and 196 kilometers (122 miles) Postumia. [73] Snowman Craters Snow craters are an informal name given to a group of three
adjacent craters in the northern hemisphere of Vesta. Their official names from highest to lowest (west to east) are Marcia, Calpurnia and Minucia. Marcia is the youngest and most transverse Calpurnia. Minucia is the oldest. [62] Dawn Snowman Craters from 5,200 km (3,200 miles) in 2011 Detailed image of Snowman Craters Across
Most of the Equatorial Vesta Region is sculpted by a series of parallel valleys. The largest is called Divalia Fossa (10-20 km wide, 465 km long). Despite the fact that Vesta is a seventh of the size of the Moon, Divalia Fossa dwarfs the Grand Canyon. A second series, tilted towards the equator, lies further north. The largest of the northern
valleys is called Saturnalia Fossa (≈ 40 km wide, &gt; 370 km long). These valleys are believed to be seized on a large scale as a result of the impacts created by the Rheasilvia and Veneneia craters, respectively. They are some of the longest chasms in the Solar System, almost as long as Ithaca Chasma in Tethys. The snevers can be
caught forming after another asteroid collided with Vesta, a process that can only happen in a body that, like Vesta, differs. [74] Vesta's differentiation is one of the reasons scientists consider him a protoplanet. [75] A section of Divalia Fossa, with parallel valleys to the north and southA computer-generated view of a part of Divalia Fossa
Surface composition Visible and infrared spectrometer (VIR) composition, gamma-ray and neutron detector (GRaND), and framing chamber (FC), all indicate that most of Vesta's surface composition is consistent with the composition , euchocritus and diogenic meteorites. [78] The Rheasilvia region is the richest in diogenite, consistent
with the impact excavation material that forms Rheasilvia from deeper within Vesta. The presence of olivine within the Rheasilvia region would also be consistent with the excavation of mantle material. However, olivine has only been detected in localized regions of the northern hemisphere, not within Rheasilvia. [31] The origin of this
olivine is currently The characteristics associated with volatile Pitted terrain have been observed in four craters in Vesta: Marcia, Cornelia, Numisia and Licinia. [79] It is proposed that the formation of boneless ground be the degassing of volatile impact-heated material. Along with the curvilinear ravines are found in the craters of Marcia
and Cornelia. Curvilinear ravines end up in lobate deposits, which are sometimes covered by boneless terrain, and are intended to form by the transient flow of liquid water after buried ice deposits were melted by the heat of impacts. [63] Hydrated materials have also been detected, many of which are associated with areas of dark
material. [80] Consequently, it is believed that the dark material is largely composed of carbonaceous condrita, which was deposited on the surface by impacts. Carbonaceous condrites are comparatively rich in mineralogically bonded OH. [78] Vestan's nucleus geology cutting scheme, mantle and eucrite meteorite There is a large
collection of potential Vesta samples accessible to scientists, in the form of more than 1200 HED meteorites (Vestan adrites), giving an idea of Vesta's geological history and structure. Studies of NASA's Infrared Telescope INSTALLATION (NASA IRTF) of asteroids (237442) 1999 TA10 suggest that it originated from deeper within Vesta
than HED meteorites[22] Vesta is believed to consist of a metal iron and nickel core 214-226 km in diameter,[9] a mantle of oversalated rocky olivious, with a metal core 214-226 km in diameter ,[9] a mantle of rocky olivina that rises, with a nucleus of surface crust. Since the first emergence of inclusions rich in calcium and aluminum (the
first solid material in the Solar System, forming about 4,567 million years ago), a likely timeline is as follows:[81][82][83][84][85] Timeline of Vesta's evolution 2-3 million years The accretion completed 4-5 million years Complete or almost complete due to the radioactive decomposition of 26Al , resulting in the separation of the metal core 6-
7 million years Progressive crystallization of a convecant molten mantle. Convection stopped when about 80% of the material had crystallized extrusion of the remaining molten material to form the bark, either as basaltic lava in progressive eruptions, or possibly forming a short-lived magma ocean. The deeper layers of the crust crystallize
to form plutonic rocks, while older basalts metamorphosed due to pressure from newer surface layers. The slow cooling of the inner Vesta is the only known intact asteroid that has been resurfaced in this way. Because of this, some scientists refer to Vesta as a protoplanet. [86] However, the presence of iron meteorites and classes of
achondrític meteorites without identified parental bodies indicates that once there were other planets differentiated with igneous stories, which have since been shattered by impacts. Composition of Vestan bark (by depth)[87] A litified, the source of written howardites and eucrites. Basaltic lava flows, a source of un accumulated eucrites.
Plutonic rocks consisting of pyroxene, pigeon and plagioclase, the source of accumulated eucrites. Plutonic rocks rich in orthothyroxene with large grain sizes, the source of diogenites. Based on the sizes of type V asteroids (they are believed to be pieces of Vesta's crust expelled during large impacts), and the depth of crater (see below),
the crust is thought to be approximately 10 kilometers (6 miles) thick. [88] The Dawn spacecraft's findings have found evidence that the troughs surrounding Vesta could be caught by impact-induced failures (see Troughs section above), meaning Vesta has a more complex geology than other asteroids. Vesta's differentiated interior implies
that it was in hydrostatic balance and therefore a dwarf planet in the past, but it is not today. [68] The impacts created by the Rheasilvia and Veneneia craters occurred when Vesta was no longer warm enough and plastic enough to return to a form of balance, distorting its once rounded shape and prohibiting it from being classified as a
dwarf planet today. The surface of Regolith Vesta is covered by a different regolith from that found on the Moon or asteroids such as Itokawa. This is because space weather acts differently. Vesta's surface shows no significant traces of nanophasic iron because the impact rates in Vesta are too low to make rock melting and vaporization
an appreciable process. Instead, the evolution of the regolith is dominated by brecciaation and the subsequent mixture of bright and dark components. [89] The dark component is probably due to the fall of carbonaceous material, while the shiny component is the original Vesta basaltic soil. [90] Fragments Some small bodies of the Solar
System are suspected to be fragments of Vesta caused by impacts. Vestian asteroids and HED meteorites are examples. The type V asteroid 1929 Kollaa has been determined to have a composition similar to accumulating eucritical meteorites, indicating its origin deep in vesta's crust. [27] Vesta is currently one of six identified bodies of
the Solar System of which we have physical samples, from a series of meteorites suspected of being fragments of Vestan. It is estimated that 1 in 16 meteorites originated in Vesta. [91] The other identified samples from the Solar System are from Earth itself, Meteorites from Mars, Meteorites from the Moon, and samples returned from the
Moon, Comet Wild 2, and asteroid 25143 Itokawa. [28] Exploration of Dawn's trajectory from September 27, 2007 to October 5, 2018 Dawn Earth Mars ? 4 Vesta ? 1 Ceres First image of asteroids (Ceres and Vesta) taken from Mars. The image was made by the Curiosity rover on April 20, 2014. Animation of Dawn's trajectory around 4
Vesta from July 15, 2011 to September 10, 2012 Dawn 4 Vesta In 1981, a proposal for an asteroid mission was submitted to the European Space Agency (ESA). Named Asteroid Gravity Optical and Radar Analysis (AGORA), this spacecraft was to be launched sometime in 1990-1994 and two large asteroid flyovers. The preferred goal for
this mission was Vesta. AGORA would reach the asteroid belt either by a gravitational slingshot trajectory beyond Mars or by means of a small ion engine. However, the ESA rejected the proposal. A joint NASA-ESA asteroid mission was then developed for a Solar Solar Multi asteroid Orbiter Propulsion (MAOSEP), with one of the mission
profiles including a Vesta orbit. NASA indicated that they were not interested in an asteroid mission. Instead, ESA established a technological study of a spacecraft with an ion unit. Other asteroid belt missions were proposed in the 1980s by France, Germany, Italy and the United States, but none were approved. [92] Vesta's exploration of
the flyover and the penetrator he impacted was the second main objective of the first multi-directed Soviet Vesta mission plan, developed in cooperation with European countries for realization in 1991-1994, but cancelled due to the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The conception of Dawn's artist orbiting Vesta In the early 1990s, NASA
initiated the Discovery Program, which was meant to be a series of low-cost scientific missions. In 1996, the program's study team recommended a mission to explore the asteroid belt using a spacecraft with an ion engine as a high priority. Funding for this program remained problematic for several years, but by 2004 the Dawn vehicle had
passed its critical design review[93] and construction continued. It was launched on September 27, 2007 as the first space mission to Vesta. On May 3, 2011, Dawn acquired her first target image 1.2 million kilometres from Vesta. On July 16, 2011, NASA confirmed that it received telemetry from Dawn indicating that the spacecraft
successfully entered Vesta's orbit. [95] It was scheduled to orbit Vesta for a year, until July 2012. Dawn's arrival coincided with late summer in the southern hemisphere of Vesta, with the large crater at the southern pole of Vesta (Rheasilvia) in the sunlight. Because a season in Vesta lasts eleven months, the northern hemisphere,
including predicted compression fractures in front of the crater, would become visible to Dawn's cameras before it left orbit. Dawn departed orbit around Vesta on September 4, 2012 11:26 p.m PDT to travel to Ceres. [98] NASA/DLR published images and summary information of a toe-top orbit, two high-altitude orbits (60-70 m/pixel) and a
low-altitude mapping orbit (20 m/pixel), including digital terrain models, videos, and atlases. [100] Scientists also used Dawn to calculate Vesta's precise mass and gravity field. Subsequent determination of the J2 component produced an estimate of the core diameter of about 220 km assuming a bark density similar to that of HED. [99]
Dawn's data can be accessed by the public on the UCLA website. [105] Observations of Earth's Albedo orbit and spectral maps of 4 Vesta, as determined from images of the Hubble Space Telescope as of November 1994 Elevation Map of 4 as determined from images of the May 1996 Hubble Space Telescope Elevation Diagram of 4
Vesta (as determined from images of the May 1996 Hubble Space Telescope) viewed from the southeast, showing the Rheasilvia crater at the south pole and Feralia Planitia near the Vesta equator seen by the Hubble Space Telescope in May 2007 Dawn Vesta's Remarks comes into view as the Vesta Dawn seen by the Hubble Space
Telescope in May 2007 Dawn Vesta Observations comes into view as Dawn Dawn approaches and enters orbit: Vesta from 100,000 km (1 July 2011) Vesta from 41,000 km (9 July 2011) In orbit at 16,0 00 km (July 17, 2011) In orbit from 11,1110,500 km (18 July 2011) The northern hemisphere from 5,200 km(23 July 2011) In orbit from
5,200 km (July 24, 2011) In orbit from 3,700 km (July 31, July 31, 2011) Full rotation(August 1, 2011) Crater terrain with hills and ridges (August 6, 2011) Densely cratery terrain near terminator (August 6, 2011) Vestan Craters in various degradation states, with valleys in the background (August 6, 2011) Shaded central mound at the
south pole of Vesta (February 2, 2015) True color images Detailed images recovered during high-altitude (60-70 m/pixel) and low-altitude (20 m/pixel) mapping orbits are available on JPL/NASA's Dawn Mission website. Visibility Annotated image of the Earth's surface in June 2007 with (4) Vesta Its unusually bright size and surface make
Vesta the brightest asteroid, and is occasionally visible to the naked eye from dark skies (without light pollution). In May and June 2007, Vesta reached a maximum magnitude of +5.4, the brightest since 1989. [106] At that time, the opposition and perihelion were only a few weeks apart. [107] It was even brighter in its June 22, 2018
opposition, reaching a magnitude of +5.3. [108] Less favorable oppositions during the fall of 2008 in the northern hemisphere still had Vesta at a magnitude of +6.5 to +7.3. [109] Even when combined with the Sun, Vesta will have a magnitude around +8.5; therefore, from a pollution-free sky can be observed with binoculars even in much
smaller elongations than near the opposition. [109] 2010-2011 In 2010, Vesta reached opposition in Leo's constellation on the night of February 17-18, around magnitude 6.1,[110] a glow that makes it visible in the binocular range but generally not for nude. In perfect dark sky conditions where all light pollution is absent, it could be visible
to an experienced observer without the use of a telescope or binoculars. Vesta returned to opposition on August 5, 2011, in the constellation Capricorn at approximately magnitude 5.6. [111] 2012-2013 Vesta was in opposition again on December 9, 2012. [112] According to Sky and Telescope magazine, this year Vesta found itself at
about 6 degrees from 1 Ceres during the winter of 2012 and spring 2013. [113] Vesta orbits the Sun in 3.63 years and Ceres in 4.6 years, so every 17.4 years Vesta surpasses Ceres (the previous overtaking was in April 1996). [113] As of December 1, 2012, Vesta had a magnitude of 6.6, but had declined to 8.4 by May 1, 2013. [113]
2014 conjunction of Ceres and Vesta near gamma star July 5, 2014 in the Constellation of Virgo. Ceres and Vesta met a degree in the night sky in July 2014. [113] See also astronomy portal 3103 Eger 3551 Verenia 3908 Nyx 4055 Magellan Asteroids in fiction Diogenite Eucrite Ancient classification of family planets Howardite Vesta
(vestoids) List of highest mountains in solar Notes: Marc Rayman of JPL team Dawn used Vestian (analogous to Greek cognate hestian) several times in 2010 and early 2011 in his Dawn Journal, and the Planetary Society continued to use that form for a few more years. [2] The word had been used elsewhere, for example, in Tsiolkovsky
(1960) The Call of the Cosmos. However, otherwise the shortest Form Vestan has been used by JPL. [3] Most modern print sources also use Vestan. [5] Keep in mind that the related word Vestalian refers to the people or things associated with Vesta, such as vestal virgins, not Vesta he hes. • a b Calculated using known dimensions
assuming an ellipsoid. • Calculated using (1) the known rotation period (5,342 h)[7] and (2) the equatorial radius Req (285 km)[9] of the biaxial ellipsoid best suited to asteroid 4 Vesta. On February 10, 2009, during the Ceres perihelion, Ceres was closer to the Sun than Vesta, because Vesta has a greater aphelion distance than the
distance from Ceres perihelion. (February 10, 2009: Vesta 2.56 AU; Ceres 2.54 AU) - 維斯塔 wéisītǎ, with a dark é, is the closest Chinese approximation of the Latin pronunciation westa. • Other contemporary sources to Gauss used a more elaborate form of the symbol, . [41] or Venezuela or Tanzania; something bigger than Texas and
ten times that of the UNITED Kingdom. That is, blue in the north does not mean the same as blue in the south. • Keep in mind that there is very strong evidence that 6 Hebe is the main body of H-Aids, one of the most common types of meteorites. References :Vesta. Dictionary.com unbridged. Random House. •Search results. Planetary
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